
 

Urban 808 Kontakt Library Torrent

a deep, punchy 808 bass is pretty hard to get. but here is a killer 808 bass sample bank with the most authentic 808s, they are analog sounding and punchy. the key characteristic of these sounds is their
quantization and use of the harmonic spectrum, which makes them perfect for modern dance and trap styles of music. the kontakt library is fully compatible with reason, ableton, fl, protools, cubase, nuendo,

and various other daws. urban 808 is a new and unique sample library for the kontakt, nnxt, exs24 and any other sampler which would use.wav format. it comprises more than one hundred and eighty samples
and is designed to create urban 808 bass lines.. if you are a huge 808, bass and sample lover, you should give a listen to this soft, energetic and dark sample library. layers of 808 samples and percussions will
spice up your next production or party mix. the 1.1 update brings a big and professional kontakt library with 808 bass and analog synths for the first time. 513+ wavs and loops.. the urban 808 kontakt library is
a collection of 808 wavs and samples designed to emulate some of the best sounding 808 bass samples and percussions ever made. 808 bass and toms are the stars of this library. every sample is hand-made
and the key characteristic of these sounds is their quantization and use of the harmonic spectrum, which makes them perfect for modern dance and trap styles of music. the kontakt library is fully compatible

with reason, ableton, fl, protools, cubase, nuendo, and various other daws. it includes several unique 808 bass presets, one type of adjustable drive, and a modifiable adsr shape.
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